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Summary Enabling the shared care paradigm, centralised or even decentralised
electronic health record (EHR) systems increasingly become core applications in hospital information systems and health networks. For realising multipurpose use and
reuse as well as inter-operability at knowledge level, EHR have to meet special
architectural requirements. The component-oriented and model-based architecture
should meet international standards. Especially in extended health networks realising
inter-organisational communication and co-operation, authorisation cannot be organised at user level anymore. Therefore, models, methods and tools must be established
to allow formal and structured policy deﬁnition, policy agreements, role deﬁnition,
authorisation and access control.
Based on the author’s international engagement in EHR architecture and security
standards referring to the revision of CEN ENV 13606, the GEHR/open EHR approach,
HL7 and CORBA, models for health-speciﬁc and EHR-related roles, for authorisation
management and access control have been developed. The basic concept is the separation of structural roles deﬁning organisational entity-to-entity relationships and
enabling speciﬁc acts on the one hand, and functional roles bound to speciﬁc activities and realising rights and duties on the other hand. Aggregation of organisational,
functional, informational and technological components follows speciﬁc rules. Using
UML and XML, the principles as well as some examples for analysis, design, implementation and maintenance of policy and authorisation management as well as access
control have been practically implemented.
© 2004 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Meeting the challenge of enhancing efﬁciency and
quality of healthcare, measures and outcome of
procedures for diagnosis and therapy must be documented, communicated and evaluated carefully. In
that context, co-operative and distributed health
information and communication systems have to be
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implemented. Dominant examples for such shared
care information systems are electronic healthcare
record (EHCR) systems containing all relevant medical information as well as related non-medical information (e.g., materials or billing) derived from
the former one. Therefore, healthcare records
are the informational basis for any communication and co-operation in, and between, healthcare
establishments (HCE). Including non-healthcare
processes, the EHCR moves towards an electronic
health record (EHR). For providing information
and functionality needed, EHR must be structured and operating appropriately. In that context,
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2. Future-proof EHR architecture
The framework for a future-proof EHR architecture is based on the generic component model
developed in the mid-nineties (e.g., [1—3]). Basis of that architecture are a reference information model (RIM) and agreed vocabularies
enabling inter-operability. Referenced to them,
domain-speciﬁc constraint models will be speciﬁed
which represent domain-speciﬁc knowledge concepts, considering both structural and functional
knowledge. The corresponding components have
to be established according to all views of the
ISO reference model-open distributed processing
(RM-ODP) [4], i.e. enterprise, information, computational, engineering, and technology view. A view
focuses consideration on one aspect abstracting
from all others. The different domain concepts
and their view representation is not the task of
programmers but of domain experts. For that reason, they will use appropriate expression means
such as speciﬁc graphical representation (e.g.,
UML diagrams) or sometimes even verbal templates
expressed in XML.
The components can be aggregated to higher
level of composition. Contrary to the ISO deﬁnition of primitives and composition, in the generic
component model at least four level of composition/decomposition have been deﬁned (Fig. 1).
The aggregation is performed according to content- or process-related knowledge expressed by
logics/algorithms/operations or rules/workﬂows/
procedures/relationships. So, the aggregation of
the building blocks ‘‘constraint models’’ is controlled by the aforementioned mechanisms or by
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trustworthiness in doctor—patient as well as in
doctor—doctor communication and co-operation
based on the consent of the informed patient are
basic requirements.
Considering patients’ care in job-sharing healthcare establishments such as hospitals, thousands of
patients with thousands of items per patient could
be shared between some of several thousands of
health professionals. This exchange has to be bound
on direct or indirect contributions to the patient’s
care leading to different rights and duties related
to that information. These relations are highly dynamic and cannot be managed by an administrator
using multidimensional matrixes related to persons, circumstances, information objects, speciﬁc
items, time restrictions, etc. Therefore, methodologies should be borrowed from system modelling,
design, implementation, and maintenance to meet
the challenges aforementioned.
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the communicating or co-operating principal’s behaviour. The speciﬁcation is completely provided
at meta-level. Different vocabularies as well as
tooling environment and functionality are harmonised by meta-languages like XML metadata
interchange (XMI) [5]. Especially the required consistency with the revision of CEN ENV 13606 ‘‘EHR
Communication’’ predeﬁnes this methodology.

3. Modelling authorisation and access
control
The model for authorisation and access control in
distributed health information systems has to deal
with policy description and negotiation including
policy agreements, authentication, certiﬁcation,
and directory services but also audit trails, altogether forming the privilege management infrastructure [3].
To make policy speciﬁcations standardised and
negotiable for achieving policy agreements, policy
documents must be formalised. This formalisation
concerns grammar and vocabulary used, structure,
and content.

3.1. Models used
In our approach, several security-related models
have been used: the domain model, the policy
model, the role model, the privilege management
model, the authorisation model, the access control
model as well as the information distance model.
Some of the models will be discussed in more detail. For the other models use references such as
[3].
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3.1.1. Domain model
To keep (complex) information systems that support
shared care manageable and operating, principalrelated components of the system are grouped
by common organisational, logical, and technical properties into domains, according to OMG’s
deﬁnition-forming policy domains, environmental
domains, or technology domains. Regarding the
generic concept of domains, they can be extended
by chaining sub-domains to super-domains forming a common domain of communication and cooperation, which is characterised by establishing an
agreed security policy. Such transaction-concrete
policy has to be negotiated between the communicating and co-operating principals, which is also
called policy bridging [6,7].
3.1.2. Policy model
A security policy is the complex of legal, ethical,
social, organisational, psychological, functional,
and technical implications for trustworthiness of
health information systems. It formulates the concept of requirements and conditions for trustworthy creation, storage, processing and use of sensitive information. A policy can be expressed in three
different ways: verbally unstructured, structured
using schemata or templates, or formally modelled.
For inter-operability reasons, a policy must be
formulated and encoded in a way enabling its
correct interpretation and practicing. Therefore,
policies have to be constrained regarding syntax,
semantics, vocabulary, and operation of policy
documents, also called policy statements or policy
agreements (agreements between the partners involved). One common way to express constraints is
the speciﬁcation of user-deﬁned schemata such as
XML schemata. This schema should be standardised
for inter-operability purposes mentioned above.
Fig. 2 presents a simple XML instance for a security
policy statement. To doubtless refer to a speciﬁc
<policy>
<policy_name/>
<policy_identifier/>
<policy_authority/>
<domain_name/>
<domain_identifier/>
<target_list>
<target_name/>
<target_ID/>
<target_object>
<operations/>
<policies/>
</target_object>
</target_list>
</policy>

Fig. 2

Policy template example.
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policy, the policy instance must be uniquely named
and identiﬁed via a unique policy ID. The same is
true for all the policy components such as domain,
targets, operations, and their policies, which have
to be named and uniquely identiﬁed too [3].
According to the generic component model approach [2], also the policy concept can be composed/decomposed providing different levels of
granularity to fulﬁl speciﬁc needs of deﬁnition,
expression, and management. Different concept
presentations offer different basic components
for policies. The PONDER approach [8] deﬁning a
declarative, object-oriented language for specifying policies for security and management of
distributed systems, introduced basic policy types
and composite policies. Basic policy types are:
• authorisation policies that deﬁne permitted actions therefore containing subject (except in
roles), target, action;
• obligation policies which are event-triggered and
deﬁne actions to be performed by manager agents
therefore containing subject (except in roles),
action, event;
• refrain policies that deﬁne actions the subjects
must refrain from performing therefore containing subject (except in roles), action;
• delegation policies that deﬁne what authorisations can be delegated to whom.
Composite policies types are:
• groups that deﬁne a scope for related policies to
which a set of constraints can apply;
• roles deﬁne a group of policies (authorisation,
obligation and refrain policies) related to positions within an organisation;
• relationships deﬁne a group of policies pertaining
to the interactions between a set of roles.
Management structures deﬁne a conﬁguration of
role instances as well as the relationships between
them. Filtered actions extend authorisations allowing the transformation of input and output parameters to be deﬁned. Constraints specify limitations
on the applicability of policies while meta-policies
deﬁne semantic constraints on permitted policies.
There are analogies to OMG’s object constraint
language (OCL) speciﬁcation [9]. Fig. 3 shows the
PONDER base-class diagram.
Another policy decomposition example is given
in OMG’s CORBA security services speciﬁcation [5]
and in related documents, distinguishing between
invocation access policy implementing access control policy for objects, invocation audit policy
controlling event type and criteria for audit, and
secure invocation policy specifying security policies
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Fig. 3

PONDER base-class diagram.

associated with security associations and message
protection. Regarding requirements for different
object types, invocation delegation policy, application access policy, application audit policy, and
non-repudiation policy have been deﬁned.
3.1.3. Role model
Speciﬁcation and management of roles are crucial
issues in privilege management and access control. Roles provide a means to indirectly assign
privileges to individuals. Individuals are issued role
assignment certiﬁcates that assign one or more
roles to them through the role attribute contained
in the certiﬁcate. Speciﬁc privileges are assigned
to a role name through role speciﬁcation certiﬁcates, rather than to individual privilege holders
through attribute certiﬁcates. This level of indirection enables, for example, the privileges assigned
to a role to be updated, without impacting the
certiﬁcates that assign roles to individuals. Role
assignment certiﬁcates may be attribute certiﬁcates or public-key certiﬁcates. Role speciﬁcation
certiﬁcates may be attribute certiﬁcates, but not
public-key certiﬁcates. If role speciﬁcation certiﬁcates are not used, the assignment of privileges to
a role may be done through other means (e.g., may
be locally conﬁgured at a privilege veriﬁer).
In general, two types of roles can be distinguished: structural (or organisational) at the one
hand, and functional roles at the other hand.
Structural roles enable certain services within the
generic structure—function relationship. Reﬂecting human or organisational categories, structural

roles describe prerequisites, feasibilities, or competencies for actions. Functional roles are bound
to the realisation of actions.
The structural model of a system deﬁnes structural roles being rather static. The functional model
of a system deﬁnes highly dynamic functional roles
[3,7]. Examples for structural role are positions in
an organisations hierarchy such as director of clinic,
head physician, etc., qualiﬁcations such as medical
doctor, nurse, etc., specialties such as paediatrician, internist, gynaecologist, radiologist, etc.
Examples for functional roles are caring doctor,
member of a diagnostic team, member of a therapeutic team, attending nurse, prescribing doctor,
etc.
In the object-oriented world, semantics for
structural and behavioural object models have
been speciﬁed. Structural models (also known as
static models) emphasize the structure of objects
in a system, including their classes, interfaces,
attributes and relations. Behavioural models (also
known as dynamic models) emphasise the behaviour of objects in a system, including their
methods, interactions, collaborations, and state
histories. Roles might be assigned to any principal.
Because principals are actors in use cases, roles
have relationship to actors and therefore to actions. Persistence denotes the permanence of the
state of the association, marking it as transitory (its
state is destroyed when the instance is destroyed)
or persistent (its state is not destroyed when the
instance is destroyed). In that context, roles which
are described as UML association classes, establish
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Fig. 4

RAD access decision model [11].

persistent associations in the structural role or certiﬁed privilege case, but transient associations in
the functional roles environment. Thus, functional
role-based actions establish structural roles (e.g.,
certiﬁcation act), which themselves may constrain
other functional roles. UML does not require the
drawing of both association and association class.
3.1.4. Privilege management, authorisation and
access control model
The general privilege management model consists
of three entities: object, privilege asserter, and
privilege veriﬁer. For deciding access to resources,
both the assignment of object security attributes
and the location and deployment of the appropriate
policy must be realised. Fig. 4 presents the resource
access decision service (RADS) model used for the

Fig. 5
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CORBA RADS [10]. It should be mentioned that there
are three principle decisions made in the privilege
management context: request authorised, request
denied, and request modiﬁed. Fig. 5 demonstrates
the CORBA authorisation model. Three different
basic access control models have been widely
accepted: the owner-based discretionary access
control (DAC), the lattice-based mandatory access
control (MAC), and the role-based access control
model (RBAC), which is especially supported by our
approach.
3.1.5. Information distance model
Regarding the distance of persons to personal information, three types of person with growing
distance to the information can be speciﬁed [12]:
the originator of information (holder of data), the

CORBA authorisation model [11].
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producer of information (interpreter of data), and
the administrator of information (user of information). In a healthcare environment, the originator
of information is normally the patient and the producer of information is the doctor. An example of
an information user is a pharmacist. Following the
need to know principle, an increasing distance to
information causes greater restrictions regarding
privileges granted.

3.2. The enterprise security integration
framework
The enterprise security integration (ESI) framework
provides rapid deployment of secure e-business applications by specifying the interactions amongst
security services and application components that
use such security services. Using common interfaces, ESI enables the addition of new security
technology solutions without changing the existing
framework, thus providing openness, ﬂexibility,
and scalability. The framework supports security
mechanisms to enforce security in security-aware
as well as security-unaware applications. ESI core
security services concern authentication, authorisation, conﬁdentiality, accountability including
audit, and security administration. Additionally,
framework security facilities such as proﬁle manager, security association, and security proxy services must be established. For authentication,
security tokens such as smart cards also deﬁning
basic roles like profession are widely used, therefore also called health professional cards (HPCs).
The relationship between principals and token has
been certiﬁed by ID certiﬁcates authorised by certiﬁcation authorities within a PKI architecture. A
trusted third party assigns attribute certiﬁcates
(key-less certiﬁcates) representing special roles of
a principal to ID certiﬁcates. Fig. 6 presents the
role deﬁnition according to ESI.
According to the object paradigm, security services as speciﬁc methods are provided by implemented components. A component-speciﬁc role
concept enables access to such a security service
component. Both role concepts can be linked by
role references [11].
<security_role>
<role_name/>
<role_ID/>
<role_authority/>
<authority_ID/>
<role_description>
…
</role_description>
</security_role>

Fig. 6

Role deﬁnition.

4. Authentication mechanisms and
attribute certiﬁcates
The authentication framework has been speciﬁed,
e.g., in ISO 9798 and ISO 10181. The authentication procedure is based on a PKI. Veriﬁcation of
the principal’s authentication provided by a random
number encoded with the principal’s private key is
performed using that principal’s public key which
is bound to the principal by a certiﬁcate signed by
the PKI CA. The authentication certiﬁcate follows
the X.509V3 speciﬁcation.
There are several ways for binding key-related ID
certiﬁcates to key-less attribute certiﬁcates: the
monolithic approach, the autonomic approach, and
the approach of chained signatures. In the monolithic approach, the attribute certiﬁcate is part
of the ID certiﬁcate. In the autonomic approach,
some relevant information in the ID certiﬁcate is
referred to bind with the attribute certiﬁcate. In
the binding approach using chained signatures, the
ID certiﬁcation authority’s signature is referred to
bind with the attribute certiﬁcate. The ISO TDS
17090 ﬁxed the ﬁrst approach [3]. Claimant privileges are conveyed as attributes, in either a public
key certiﬁcate (in the subject directory attributes
extension), or (more frequently) in an attribute
certiﬁcate. The syntax of an attribute certiﬁcate
is speciﬁed in X.509. The usage of attribute certiﬁcate components is described in the corresponding
standards [13].

5. Classiﬁcation of security objects
For managing privileges and access control as well
as for deciding corresponding rights, the accessing
principals and the requested and used information must be grouped. Otherwise, the highly dynamic matrix to be managed would go beyond any
limits. For classifying personal medical data in a
shared care environment, the military classiﬁcation
scheme is insufﬁcient. Therefore, the standards
mentioned deﬁne an extended and reﬁned schema
considering medical workﬂow as well as the legal,
ethical and social implications of personal medical
information.

6. Component-based secure EHR over
the internet
The European HARP project has speciﬁed and implemented open portable EHR systems enriched
with enhanced TTP services and comprehensive
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development strategies for establishing ﬁne grained
application security services. Constraints speciﬁed can be bound to components at runtime,
enabling different views or supporting speciﬁc domain knowledge concepts. By binding attribute
certiﬁcates to components, appropriate policies
can be enforced. These constraints such as, e.g.,
certiﬁcates are interpreted at both server and
client side using authorization services. the harp
cross-security platform is solely based on standards
including the XML standard set for the establishment of EHR clients and servers as well as their
communication [14].

7. Conclusions
The establishment of shared care must be supported by distributed, inter-operable information systems. Multiple uses of personal medical
data by shared care partners require a trustworthy PKI-based communication and co-operation
platform as well as a privilege and access control
infrastructure. The components of such an infrastructure have to be speciﬁed regarding syntax,
semantics, protocols and scenarios. Currently,
these speciﬁcations are provided as new standards
of ISO TC 215 as well as CEN TC 251, both dedicated
to health informatics.
Following the stream deﬁned in the Generic
Component Model paradigm, newer publications
(e.g., [15]) conﬁrm correctness and feasibility of
the approach proposed. The speciﬁcations mentioned have been deployed already in the practical
environment of the ﬁrst German health network
‘‘ONCONET Saxony-Anhalt’’.
For enabling international communication of
personal health information, security and safetyrelated basic concepts, aggregations, relations
network, and business concepts must be speciﬁed
and modelled by international domain experts such
as members of IMIA Working Group 4 ‘‘Security’’
to be included into component-based solutions according to our widely accepted and standardised
approach.
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